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The enclosed are sketches based on my visit to CAC two 
weeks ago.  They are conceptual ideas that will likely 
change as the exhibition planning continues.PROPS



Proposed Locations
PROPS



LAUREN HENKIN

Notes This piece would work with the bench in the glass entry space.  Referencing 
the geometric marks of the surrounding architecture, this painted, welded 
“outline” creates imaginary planes that the viewer can complete.  The 
piece will completely wrap the bench, without ever touching it.  

CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Painted Metal  Location    Ground Floor, Entry Space 



LAUREN HENKIN CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Concrete  Location    Ground Floor, Near Lockers 

Notes This piece would respond to the existing concrete 
stool. Other concrete forms would create a line 
of pieces that morph into the existing stool.  



LAUREN HENKIN CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Bent Basswood  Location    Ground Floor Stairwell 

Notes This sketches represent two similar intenvention 
ideas that engage the ground floor stairwell. 
A light material (like basswood) would be 
bent and formed to dialog with the gestural 
curve of the large concrete wall.  

I would collaborate with the Facilities director 
to determine how best to secure these 
pieces.  The ideas may need to change 
depending on structural considerations.

CONCEPT 1 CONCEPT 2



LAUREN HENKIN CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Wood, Metal, 1 Channel Video  Location    Main Elevator

Notes This intervention takes place in the large elevator.  I 
would place a “used” art shipping crate diagonally 
in the space (so there is enough room for people 
coming in through each side of the elevator). The 
piece would be sized to ensure there is enough 
room to move around it.  A silent video will be 
projected onto the crate, adding an element 
of ambiguity into the viewing experience. 

To view a simulation of a movie on the crate, click here.

https://vimeo.com/313681434/4e3ddff799


LAUREN HENKIN CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Concept 1: Metal, Concept 2: Foam, Metal, Electrical Tape  Location    Fifth Floor Hallway

Notes This intervention takes place in the Fifth Floor hallway 
just outside the entry to the contemplation room. 
There are two ideas shown here. Concept 1 would 
resemble “stitching” and would be made of metal. 
Concept 2 references a remnant industrial element 
from either construction or repair, leaving the 
viewer undertain about what they are engaging.

Neither piece would impede in any way 
someone’s view of the “exit” signage.

CONCEPT 1 CONCEPT 2



LAUREN HENKIN CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Wood, Metal  Location    Third/Fourth Floor Stairwell Column (from below); 6th Floor (from above)

Notes This intervention takes place around the column within 
the stairwell landing in between the 3rd and 4th floors.  
This piece would use building materials (wood or drywall, 
brackets) to engage the column and the light filtering 
down from above.  One could experience this piece in 
a number of ways—walking around it as the staircase 
is climbed, or from above on the 6th floor landing.



CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Metal  Location    Second Floor Women’s BathroomLAUREN HENKIN

Notes This intervention takes place in the hallway just 
as you enter the second floor women’s restroom. 
There are a few different ideas presented here, all 
of which will use the lighting condition to create an 
interesting series of shadows while encouraging 
contemplation about whether this piece is art or not.  

CONCEPT 1 CONCEPT 2 CONCEPT 3 CONCEPT 4



CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Metal Rebar  Location    Exterior Sixth Floor LandingLAUREN HENKIN

Notes This intervention would be placed on the roof, on the 
sixth floor landing.  The welded metal rebar cube will 
reflect and engage the surrounding street elevation 
while also providing visitors an interesting perspective 
on a piece of art.  While the piece will be heavy 
enough to not need to be tied to any of the structure, 
the openness of it will allow the connection to the 
surrounding architecture to be easily made.  The “cube” 
will not be completed on one side, prompting even 
more openness and ambiguity about the piece.



CAC PROPOSAL: PROPS  Materials Metal Tubing  Location    Fifth Floor RampLAUREN HENKIN

Notes This intervention is on the circulation ramp on the 
fifth floor.  The piece would be made of chicken wire 
and plaster and molded to “sit” on the handrail. The 
piece can be easily secured to the wall behind.



Proposed Timeline

FEBRUARY        MARCH        APRIL        MAY        JUNE        JULY        AUGUST        SEPTEMBER        OCTOBER        NOVEMBER

* Timeline can be adjusted depending on finalized installation dates.

Proposal Review
02.01-02.10

2nd CAC Trip
02.27-03.01

3rd CAC Trip
04.17-04.19

Fabrication
07.01-10.15

Shipping
10.20-10.31

Installation
11.01-11.10

Submit Revised Sketches
03.31

Submit Final Sketches
06.15

PROPS
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Props

While studying architecture as an undergraduate, I did not focus on the design 
of functional space. Instead, I experimented with the relationships between 
constructed forms and the natural landscape and how scale affects those 
relationships. Working primarily in models, I created architecture as interventions 
into existing conditions, primarily interested in creating experiences that enlivened 
the senses while proposing a more integrated approach to how architecture relates 
to its surrounding environment.

For the last two decades, I have used art as a means to explore these interactions, 
emphasizing the dialog between structure and landscape, and body and structure. 
My practice today continues to explore these same principles. The exhibition I am 
proposing, Props, offers viewers the opportunity to explore these principles within 
the museum context.  

Props are a series of interventions that will push “site specific” installation in a 
new direction. The pieces will activate underutilized areas of the Museum by 
purposefully engaging the contexts in which they reside. The proposed locations 
are spaces where viewers aren’t expecting to see art—a restroom, the elevator, 
nooks and corners where art has never been shown in the building.  Instead of 
creating sculpture sized to fit within the building, these interventions will engage 
the elements of the building itself, making the architecture integral elements of 
the pieces.  Props will not only expand one’s understanding of what “site specific” 
installation and sculpture can be, but will also challenge the viewer to confront their 
perception of what art is and how to engage it.  

As viewers encounter these works, interesting questions will be raised—is this art? (a 
question made more complex in these chosen contexts); should the environment for 
viewing art (especially in museums) be extended beyond the gallery spaces?; how 
does our ability to engage and evaluate art change when we’re asked to look beyond 
traditional art-viewing spaces?; and, how does a shift or recognition of that ability 
impact our experiences beyond the museum?.

PROPOSAL SUMMARY



Contemporary Arts Center

With the historical and architectural importance of Zaha Hadid’s building, I can’t think 
of a better site to engage an audience in the discussion points that will be raised in 
this exhibition.  Props will extend CAC’s reputation for exhibiting thought-provoking 
and interesting installations, prompting dialog about what art is and how to engage 
it.  The exhibition will be a perfect partner to the other exhibitions happening at 
the same time, creating a building-wide experience about perception, space and 
materiality.

Educational Programming Opportunities

There are many wonderful opportunities for public programming with this exhibition.    

 / Thursday Art Play: Ask kids to identify an element of their surroundings and to 
draw or construct something that responds to that condition.

 / Thursday Art Play: Ask kids to extend the CAC! Using drawing or visual 
simulations, kids can imagine how they might change or alter their surroundings.

 / CAC School Outreach Program: Ask kids to document a part of the building 
(possibly an artwork as well) and as a school assignment, respond to that aspect 
by creating something in dialog with that element or something completely new.

 / Young Adult Lab: Ask teens to take photos of different elements of the museum 
that are not areas of attention (possibly corners, where planes meet) and to 
create digital collages from found imagery to create something new and fresh 
(and then post the new work to Instagram #Props2CAC).

 / I would love to engage students at the University of Cincinnati and the Art 
Academy of Cincinnati in discussions about their work.

Media Coverage

I will be working with Molly Krause Communications (based in NYC) to ensure that 
the proper coverage of the show comes to fruition.  I worked with Molly on my last 
exhibition and she is someone I trust to represent the work out in the public.  Molly 
also worked on CAC’s recent Swoon exhibition and is familiar with CAC (a huge 
benefit).  All of Molly’s costs will be paid by me.

BENEFITS  TO CAC

http://molly.nyc


Shipping

I will be responsible for all costs associated with shipping.

Installation

The planning for installation for each piece will be careful and exact.  I will make a 
few trips (at my cost) to CAC in advance of the show to work with and update the 
Facilities Director to ensure the installation goes smoothly.  I will use materials that 
are readily available and easy to work with.  With my architectural background, I am 
not just thinking about the pieces I want to create in the abstract.  How each piece 
will be installed, shown and engaged will all be carefully considered.  With each 
visit, a more advanced display of models, drawings and material samples will be 
presented, but my goal is to keep things simple for the Facilities team there.  

Installation should take roughly a week.  I will be on-site, working with the Facilities 
Director to ensure a smooth installation.

Safety/Security

While these works will be shown in unique spaces in and around the Museum, and 
with a goal of encouraging an ambiguity of what is and isn’t art, I will make sure, in 
the planning and execution of the works, that the pieces are stable, secure and do 
not impinge or impede on the functionality or safety of how people experience the 
Museum.  Safety is of the utmost importance.  

I understand that these works will be in spaces without guards and would completely 
release the Museum from any liability should damage/theft occur to these pieces. 

LOGIST ICS



Born in Washington, D.C., artist Lauren Henkin graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in 
Architecture from Washington University in St. Louis and now resides in Maine.

Her work for the last two decades has focused on how we occupy and relate to 
space, including the built form, landscape and in our relationship to constructed 
objects and forms. Her work resides in over twenty institutional collections including 
Cleveland Museum of Art, Portland Art Museum, High Museum of Art, and more. 
Yale University has the largest collection of her work at 160+ photographs. She was 
recently awarded Duke University’s Archive of Documentary Arts Collection Award 
for Documentarians of the American South.

Blouin Artinfo, Zing Magazine, Propeller Journal, Terrain Journal, New York Magazine, 
Oxford American, NPR, Landscape Stories, theFinch, The Georgia Review, and The 
Washington Post have featured her work.

She is also the founder of Vela Noche, a publisher of fine press books and editions.

ARTIST B IO



Education

1996 Bachelor of Arts in Architecture, Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri

Selected Solo Exhibitions

2016-17  Birmingham Museum of Art, What’s Lost is Found,  
 curated by Wassan Al-Khudhairi, Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art
2016  Center for Maine Contemporary Art, Second Nature
2014  Foley Gallery, New York, The Park
2013  Gallery at Vivid Solutions, Washington, DC, Growth
2011  Newspace Center for Photography, Portland, OR, Growth
2010  Streff Gallery, Marylhurst University, Marylhurst, OR, Displaced
2008  Anderson Gallery, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, Canada, Displaced

Selected Group Exhibitions

2018-19  Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art, Southbound: Photographs of  
 and About the New South, curated by Mark Sloan, Chief Curator and Mark  
 Long, Professor of Political Science
2018  Beinecke Special Collections Library, Yale University, Eye on the West:  
 Photography and the Contemporary West, curated by George Miles,  
 Curator, Yale Collection of Western Americana
2017-18  Telfair Museum of Art, Savannah, GA, Complex Uncertainties: Artists  
 in Postwar America, curated by Rachel Reese, Associate Curator of Modern  
 and Contemporary Art
2017  Light Factory, Charlotte, NC, Of Women By Women
2016  Museum of Contemporary Art Georgia, Atlanta, GA, Land Inhabited
2015  Foley Gallery, New York, NY, Delicate Creatures
2014  Portland Art Museum, Portland, OR, Callahan to Warhol: New Acquisitions
2014  Miami Project Fair, Foley Gallery, Miami, FL
2014  Life on Mars Gallery, Brooklyn, NY, Light Box
2013  Center for Maine Contemporary Art, Rockport, ME, Hawk and Handsaw
2012  Southeast Museum of Photography, Daytona Beach, FL, Anthology

CV



Collections

Bowdoin College
BNY Mellon (Bank of New York Mellon)
Brown University Bell Gallery
Cleveland Museum of Art
Dalhousie University
Dartmouth College
Duke University
The Do Good Fund
Emory University
George Washington University
Hampshire College
High Museum of Art
Lafayette College
Michigan State University
Multnomah County Public Library
Portland Art Museum
San Diego State University
Smith College Museum of Art
Smith College Neilson Library
Southeast Museum of Photography
University of Arizona Poetry Center
University of Buffalo
University of Denver
University of Oregon
University of Victoria, British Columbia
Washington University in St. Louis
Yale University Beinecke Special Collections Library
Yale University Haas Library
Numerous international private collections

CV



Awards / Honors

2017  Archive of Documentary Arts Collection Award for Documentarians of the American South
2013  Best D.C. Photography Exhibitions, Washington City Paper
2013  Finalist, photolucida’s Critical Mass
2012  Finalist, photolucida’s Critical Mass
2012  Contemporary Northwest Art Awards Nominee, Portland Art Museum, OR
2011  photo-eye, Best of 2011 Books
2011  Px3 Official Selection, two categories
2010  The Brink Emerging Artist Award Nominee, Pacific Northwest Community
2010  Contemporary Northwest Art Awards Nominee, Portland Art Museum, OR
2010  The Drawers Project, Blue Sky Gallery, Portland, OR
2009  Regional Arts & Culture Council Project Grant Winner
2009  Finalist, photolucida’s Critical Mass
2008  Px3, Prix de la Photographie, Honorable Mention
2007  Finalist, photolucida’s Critical Mass
2007  Px3, Prix de la Photographie, First Place (2 categories) 

Public Talks

2018  Panel, Yale University, Making Photobooks
2018  Panel, Yale University, Capturing Traces of a Disappearing Past
2016  Artist Talk, Birmingham Museum of Art
2016  Panel, Eye South Photography Symposium, Publication Now...
2016  Artist Talk, Center for Maine Contemporary Art
2015  Panel, Newspace Center for Photography, Women in the Landscape
2014  Panel, George Washington University, In Conversation: Poets & Photographers
2013  Panel, Yale University, The Contemporary Photobook
2013  “3/3″ One-on-One Conversation with poet Kimiko Hahn, New York, NY
2013  Artist Talk, Center for Alternative Photography, New York, NY
2012  Artist Talk, Southeast Museum of Photography, Daytona Beach, FL
2011  Artist Talk, Newspace Center for Photography, Portland, Oregon
2010  Panel, SPE NW: Northwest Territory: Women in Photography, Portland, Oregon
2009  Artist Talk, Blue Sky Gallery, Portland, Oregon

CV



Publications / Press

2018  Southbound: Photographs of and About the New South, edited by Mark Sloan and Mark  
 Long. Contributions by Nikky Finney, Eleanor Heartney, William Ferris, John T. Edge, and  
 Rick Bunch. Published by the Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art. 
2018  Eye on the West: Photography and the Contemporary West, by George Miles, William  
 Robertson Coe Curator of the Yale Collection of Western Americana at Beinecke Rare Book  
 and Manuscript Library. Published by Yale University Press.
2018  Propeller, Interview with Sofia Silva
2018  Terrain Journal, Feature and Essay, “The Park”
2017  The Maine Review, “Second Nature” Featured Portfolio
2017  theFinch, “Three Views of Art’s Engagement with Space,” Interview
2016  Blouin Artinfo, “Second Nature:” A Q&A with Lauren Henkin by Taylor Dafoe
2016  WBHM NPR Radio, Interview with Andrew Yeager
2016  b-Metro, “What’s Lost is Found,” Feature and Interview
2016  Oxford American, “So Deep in Humility”
2015  The Georgia Review: “Pictures of Us: Photographs from the Do Good Collection”
2014  New York Magazine: “Uncensored Moments in Central Park”
2014  Collector Daily: Review
2014  PDN: Photo of the Day
2014  Musée Magazine: Review
2014  L’Oeil de la Photographie: Interview with Elizabeth Avedon
2014  The Villager: “Eye-opening Views”
2013  Washington City Paper: “The Best DC Photography Exhibitions”
2013  The Washington Post: Objects of Desire, Review
2013  Washington City Paper: Review
2013  Hawk and Handsaw, Feature
2013  Zing Magazine: Interview with artist Richard Benari by Josh Franco
2013  Book Art Object, by David Jury, edited by Peter Koch. Published by The Codex Foundation.
2013  PDN: Photo District News: “The Fine-Art Issue“
2012  Landscape Stories, Issue 07: “Trees” 
2012  Tablet Magazine: “Survival Elements”
2011  Black+White Photography (UK), Interview
2011  Landscape Stories, Issue 03: “The Colour of Memory” 
2009  The Oregonian, Review
2009  The Washington Post, “What Does it Mean to be a Washingtonian?”

CV



Residencies/Grants

2015  Latitude, Chicago, IL
2015  Do Good Fund, Greensboro, AL
2010  Regional Arts and Culture Council, Portland, OR
2009  Newspace Center for Photography, Portland, OR 

Guest Critic/Reviewer

ASMP New York Portfolio Reviews
Bowdoin College
Center for Alternative Photography
Champlain College, Québec
Colby College
Daytona State College
Filter Photo Festival
Maine Media Workshops
Newspace Center for Photography
Photoforum Portfolio Reviews
Portland State University
Rutgers University
School of Visual Arts
University of Alabama Birmingham

CV



SELECTED PRESS

Christopher Bonanos, New York Magazine

“...Lauren Henkin—in a series of up-close shots— has begun 
to collect parkgoers in those strikingly loose moments, where 
they’ve shed shoes, dozed off, or stripped half-naked. She plays 
with space and scale, playing up big trees and giant buildings 
against intimate human moments.”

Amanda Everich, Musée Magazine

“Lauren Henkin reminds us that nature is just as much a part of 
the city as the buildings and busy haze are with “The Park,” her 
latest exhibition at Foley Gallery. ...Henkin’s photographs show 
the connection people have to the park when they give in to its 
wonder and force.”

Aline Smithson, Lenscratch

“Artist Lauren Henkin’s terrific project, “The Park,” allows us to 
consider natural spaces in a massively urban environment and 
the behaviors that we apply to those spaces. There is a delicacy 
to her black and white images and the relaxed poses of many 
of her subjects are incongruous to the fast paced city life just 
beyond the park’s borders.”

Norman Borden, The Villager

“As shows go, “The Park” is eye-opening. Henkin shows us a 
Central Park that we may have seen before but really didn’t 
notice. The majestic scale, the rocks and the rock climbers, the 
boaters and the sunbathers, the hidden beauty — the great 
escape available to all of us.”



SELECTED PRESS

Louis Jacobson, Washington City Paper

“On their own, the crisp, vacant, urban-landscape images by 
Lauren Henkin would be intriguing enough—spindly tendrils 
climbing up a warehouse façade that suggests a color-field 
painting, or a tree that curves gracefully skyward from behind a 
mess of Dumpsters and recycling bins. But Henkin’s meditation 
on invasiveness asks how we choose whether to extinguish an 
outsider or let it be...”

Mark Jenkins, The Washington Post

“The stark color photographs in “Growth,” at the Gallery at Vivid 
Solutions, might seem to celebrate the indomitability of nature. 
Lauren Henkin depicts trees and vines that wrap around industrial 
structures or insert themselves into absurdly small spaces 
between metal-clad buildings. Nature’s unruly vitality can be 
threatening, however, as Henkin shows with smaller, black and 
white images of internal growths.”

Bridget Coaker, Troika Editions

“Combining medical scans of her stomach, with colour landscape 
photographs of nature overgrowing man made structures 
and traditional portraits of plants [in this case parasitical ones] 
Lauren asks important questions about our often unquestioning 
worship of all things green and suggests that while usually benign, 
nature can also be invasive and destroy the host upon which it 
depends. ... “Growth” is an intelligent and complex response to our 
ambiguous relationship with nature; something we seek to control 
through our gardening, and forestry skills, yet still have a romantic 
attachment to the wildness of its seas and rugged untamed 
landscapes.”



Lauren Henkin

301.873.2394
lauren@laurenhenkin.com


